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BOUDIN COOK-OFF & ACADIANA BACON FEST
Parc International, Downtown Lafayette
October 16, 2021 --- 10:00-5:00 PM
Sponsored by Boudinlink.com

BACON & BOUDIN
The Boudin Cook-Off & Acadiana Bacon Fest is devoted to everyone’s favorite foods.
Boudin or Bacon Items do not need to be made on-site but they must be cooked/heated on site.
*This event is intended to feature boudin and bacon for people who attend, so each team must participate by bringing a
minimum of 100 lbs of boudin AND 600 samples of their bacon creations. It is a sampling event so please keep portion sizes
small. People come to EAT from multiple places.

FOR THE PEOPLE








REQUIRED – Traditional Boudin: Teams must bring at least 100 lbs. of traditional boudin to sample (11 samples per
pound) Teams must provide samples of their Traditional Pork Boudin to ticket holders. One sample per ticket. This
boudin is considered a donation to the event. Thanks.
OPTIONAL – Unlinked/Specialty Boudin: Unlinked/Specialty Boudin includes whatever specialty boudin you may have
OR anything made with boudin as a primary ingredient (such as boudin balls, stuffed peppers, boudin and pasta, boudin
egg rolls, boudin dip, etc. . . . ) The key is that the boudin is used as a component in a dish/item. There is no minimum
amount but there must be enough for judging. Teams will directly sell samples of their “specialty or unlinked” boudin
creation for tickets (suggested price is $1-$4 in tickets - tickets valued at $1 and paid at .80 cents) to be repaid after the
event.
REQUIRED – Bacon Creation: You are required to sample at least 600 portions of a bacon creation and you may charge
between $1 and $4 for each sample. Sample sizes should be small (1 to 3oz) - this is a sampling event. Teams will
directly sell samples of their bacon creation for tickets (suggested price is $1-$4 in tickets - tickets valued at $1 and paid
at .80 cents) to be repaid after the event.
You may sell other foods of your choosing, sold for tickets. Tickets are valued at $1 and paid back to you at .80 cents.

JUDGED CATEROGIES – MULTIPLE OPPORTUNITIES TO WIN!!!!

□ REQUIRED – Traditional Cajun Pork Boudin - In this category the only meat in the boudin can be pork and the link should
include some amount of rice. You must bring a minimum of 100 lbs. (more is recommended) of boudin.

□ OPTONAL – Specialty/Unlinked Boudin - Unlinked/Specialty Boudin includes whatever specialty boudin you may have OR
anything made with boudin as a primary ingredient - GET CREATIVE!

□ REQUIRED – Bacon creations - This can range from appetizers, to entrée type items, to desserts (such as bacon soup; bacon
stuffed potatoes; candied bacon; chocolate covered bacon; bacon dip; bacon and shrimp; bacon sauce; bacon and beans; bacon
mac-n-cheese) --- The sky’s the limit.
□ PLEASE MARK THE CATEGORIES YOU ARE ENTERING. Each additional/extra entry in the “Unlinked/Specialty” or “Bacon Creation” category is an
additional $25!!!

AWARDS ARE:





Traditional Boudin “Best Boudin in Louisiana” (1st, 2nd, 3rd)
Specialty/Unlinked Boudin (1st, 2nd, 3rd)
“All Louisiana” Bacon Champ (1st, 2nd, 3rd)
People’s Choice (1st, 2nd, 3rd)
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ENTRY FORM
BOUDIN COOKOFF & ACADIANA BACON FEST
Entry Fee – The Entry Fee is $125. (Additional judged categories will be judged independently from your initial
entry item and require an extra $25 fee per extra item)
Entering In:

□ REQUIRED – Traditional Cajun Pork Boudin
□ OPTONAL – Specialty/Unlinked Boudin
□ REQUIRED – Bacon creations
Team Name:
Representing (Restaurant, meat shop, caterer, home cook):

Team Captain Name:

Address:
Phone#:

Email:

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION
Parc International is located at 200 Garfield St, Lafayette, LA 70501Teams will be provided with a 12 x12 space but must provide all necessary
tables, chairs, cooking apparatuses and fuel (propane in most cases), fire extinguisher, and such. Each team will also have access to an
electrical outlet. There are a limited number of covered spaces that are allocated on a first come basis. Otherwise you should bring a 12x12
tent. Contestants may begin setting up their booths on Saturday, October 17th at 6:00 a.m. The event is free and open to the public. People
who want to sample the food will purchase tickets from the event. Sample cups and napkins will be provided to teams.

Mail application along with check or money order to:
BoudinLink L.L.C.
133 Twin Oaks Blvd.
Lafayette, LA 70503
QUESTIONS?
Email: Linksters@boudinlink.com; Phone: 337-993-2207; Website: www.Boudincookoff.com -- We look forward to seeing you! (Revised and
updated: 6-15-20)
In no case shall Boudinlink L.L.C. or its agents, servants or employees be liable for any accident, damage, theft or any other loss to any person or property, employed by or in the
possession of Vendor, while on the grounds or in the area of the Boudin Cook-Off & Acadiana Bacon Fest whether such occurs during preparation, occupancy, removal or
otherwise. Vendor shall save and hold harmless Boudinlink L.L.C. all employees, agents, subcontractors, and officers thereof against any and all liability, damage, loss, claims,
demands, suites, judgments or sums of money to any party accruing against Boudinlink L.L.C. which arise out of or are connected with, or are claimed to arise out of or be
connected with, the performance or non-performance of this agreement by the Vendor, or any of their agents, while engaged in or about or in connection with the vending
services hereunder performed by the Vendor.

